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As an insulating ferrimagnet with a high Curie temperature, NiFe2O4 (NFO) may be a promising
candidate for future spin-based applications. Recent demonstration of spin-Seeback effect in magnetic
insulators proves that such materials are only beginning to be explored [1]. Unfortunately, density
functional theory cannot give a full account of its properties; most notably, LDA and GGA
calculations underestimate the band gap by several eV. Attempting to account for correlation effects
through the addition of a Hubbard U does not yield a better answer. It is therefore necessary to utilize
methods beyond standard DFT to accurately calculate the properties of this material. Although most
computational methods that consider many-body effects prove (at times prohibitively)
computationally expensive, the recently-implemented screened hybrid functionals method[2]
represents only a moderate increase in computational effort compared to traditional DFT[3]. This
method

allows

one

to

modify

the

local-density-

or

generalized-gradient-approximated

exchange-correlation potential with a portion of the Hartree-Fock exchange. Although the method
introduces some computational parameters, these parameters do not need to be fine-tuned to suit a
given material in order to arrive at reasonable results. We present

LDA+U, and screened hybrid

functional calculations (HSE) of the density of states of NFO and an HSE calculation of the band
structure and dielectric matrix.. We find that NFO is an indirect band gap system with the spin-down
channel having the lower, indirect gap, whereas the majority channel possess a direct gap with over a
0.5eV difference with the minority gap. This is in agreement with recent optical experiments on high
quality NFO thin films.

Comparison of our theoretical results with experimental dielectric properties

is also presented.
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